Frequently asked questions...
What do I do with the Home School Reading Diary?
Children are required to write in the title of the book they are reading and keep an ongoing record
of the pages they read throughout the week. Once a book is completed, children are expected to
record the title in the table at the back of the book ready for the teacher to sign.
Parents / Carers are asked to make a note of the length of time that their child has spent reading
independently or with support. Please do comment with a little detail about your child’s reading,
their responses and comprehension, for example, “Pg 7—13 read independently with questions—
excellent understanding.”
In addition to the child’s reading book, children are encouraged to also read a variety of genres
which match their interests, for example comics, internet pages etc.

How often does my child read in class?
Children in Year 6 have the opportunity to change their reading book on completion of an AR quiz.
Independent reading occurs daily and may be supported by a member of staff where children require additional help / support.
In addition to regularly sharing reading across the curriculum, all children have regular access to
SATs resources and materials in prep for end of year tests. Furthermore, group/ whole class reading with teacher / TA / small group of peers takes place daily.
When children have read their book they will take a small, fun and interactive quiz to assess their
understanding. A score will be logged and used as part of our continual assessment of your child’s
progress in reading.

Y6 Reading Skills Checklist

Reading together
at home.

Questions to ask
whilst sharing a book
Year 6

Questions to ask whilst sharing a book


Can you summarise the main points in the text? Can you find
some quotes to back yourself up?



Can you find three places in the book which prove ______?



Can you find a quote to support the view that _______?



What has the character said that shows their hidden
feelings about / towards ________ ?



Why do you think the author chose to start that
paragraph / section with that word / phrase?



How does the length of the sentences / description etc
affect how you feel or respond to the writing?



Why does that metaphor / simile / description work well?



What is the purpose of this book?



How does the writer make you feel? How have they achieved that
effect?



How does this book compare to _________?



Is it important to know that this book was written in (year)?



Does the fact that this book was written in (country) by a person
from (country) affect the viewpoint that is put across in the text?

More challenging questions for able readers







Does this section mean more than one thing?
How does the theme / issue of ________ develop as the story goes on?
What techniques does the author use to build up tension /
their argument / your understanding?
Do you think this book is typical for the year it was written?

